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THE

TRAINS

One by one the Australian tramway systems
were closed until only one and a bit are left.
It cannot be denied that the majority of
closures were politically motivated. Now after
a brief interlude in which the trolleybuses were
swiftly dealt with, the railways are coming
under attack.
Country branch lines have long been fair
game for the political axe; many of course
should never have been built and t h e s e together
with some outer s u b u r b a n / n e a r country lines of
the major c i t i e s are undoubtably marginal c a s e s .
However, starting with the Hobart suburban
services then extending to the remaining T a s manian country services the anti-rail political
lobby has once again come to the fore; there
are now indications that moves are afoot to
close the entire ANR system in T a s m a n i a .
Now comes the news that the Government
of Western Australia is to withdraw the rail
service between Perth and Fremantle on 1 September 1979 and operate a substitute service
with 17 articulated b u s e s . The fact that such a
small number of b u s e s can replace the rail service perhaps indicates that there is some short
term economic justification for this action, but,
after other arrangements are made for freight
traffic, the line will be torn up and the right of
way utilised for a freeway. This wilful destruction of a civic a s s e t will thus ensure that when
the long term implications of this action becomes
obvious it will be too late to reinstate the service and thus the decision made by those transient beings — the politicians of 1979, will
remain to the disadvantage of the people of
Perth and Fremantle.

* * * * *

FRONT COVER: Newly restored Melbourne four wheel
crossbench
car V214. Originally North Melbourne 13 and for many years
used
as a freight car, as 17, it will now be used for tourist
services.
• M&MTB

V214 in its guise as freight car 11. This 1948 view at Brunswick
Depot
shows it in its longest lived form with enclosed ends and long before it
was enshrouded in advertising hoardings. - K.S.Kings

NORTH MELBOURNE RESTORATION
Trolley Wire for October 1976 carried an article
on the attainment of 70 years of electric operation of
the Essendon group of lines, the first section of the
Melbouren & Metropolitan Tramways Board
network to achieve this figure.
Whilst the alteration, extension and upgrading of
the Essendon lines and the continual provision of
newer, larger, rolling stock have obliterated the
character of the original company system, there
remains three items of Company rolling stock,
which largely pass unnoticed because they too have
been altered, two entirely out of recognition.
The North Melbourne Electric Tramway &
Lighting Company was the only company system
incorporated into that of the M&MTB. Due to
problems encountered it was the last constituent to
be taken over, as at 1 August 1922 and its cars
received the highest numbers, although the oldest
electric stock.
The Company owned 15 motor and 10 trailer
cars, all 4 wheel, which were placed in service in
1906. This small fleet of small cars was adequate
for the feeder nature of the two lines operated. The
motor cars were of two types, end loading saloon
and open crossbench. Both were standard American types of the period with open fronts and
clerestory roofs and were built by J.G. Brill, being
assembled on arrival by Duncan and Fraser. The
trailers were light eliptical roof open crossbench
cars manufactured by Duncan and Fraser. Despite
trailer operation, air brakes were not fitted.

These cars were quite distinctive from the 4
wheel cars built later for the other Melbourne
electric systems. These lines came late enough for
the car fronts to be enclosed when built. Open
crossbench cars, which were probably inappropriate for general use in Melbourne anyway, were
certainly out of favour and the few enclosed crossbench cars built for th Prahran & Malvern Tramways Trust were soon converted to combination
types. The saloon cars were numbered 1 to 10 and
later became U class 202 to 211; the crossbench
cars 11 to 15, later V class 212 to 216; the trailers
51 to 60, which they retained in their short period of
passenger service with the M&MTB.
As the North Melbourne lines were isolated from
other electric lines the original rollingstock initially
ran the services as before when taken over by the
M&MTB; very few other 4 wheel cars appear to
have seen service on these lines. A runaway in 1923
resulted in the cessation of trailer operation and the
introduction of the then new W class bogie cars.
The fifteen motor cars were then fitted with air
brakes, but it is doubtful if the crossbench cars saw
any further passenger service as the number of
bogie cars provided appears to be in excess of
requirements to replace the trailers only. The
crossbench cars were in use, hauling ballast trailers,
in 1924/5 on construction work. One trailer was sold
to Geelong where it was rebuilt into a scrubber car.
Five others were cut down to low sided ballast
trailers and in 1934 were renumbered 21 to 25.
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